The use of partially porous particle columns for the routine, generic analysis of biological samples for pharmacokinetic studies in drug discovery by reversed-phase ultra-high performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry.
Recent years have seen the introduction of new high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) instruments and columns that are capable of achieving high resolution, high speed liquid chromatographic separations at back pressures up to 1000 bar, so-called ultra-high performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC). Ultra-high performance liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS/MS) is gaining widespread use for this purpose, and for this approach to be successful a generically applicable, robust column is required. Here, data are presented showing the robustness of a partially porous 2.7 microm diameter particle material in this application and the accuracy and precision of an assay for a typical pharmaceutical in plasma. This stationary phase material is evaluated for performance and compared with other materials frequently used for similar analyses using a test mix currently used routinely in our laboratories to assess the performance of UHPLC-MS/MS systems. The partially porous material demonstrates similar resolving power to sub-2 microm materials under the ballistic gradient chromatography conditions employed and exhibits excellent resilience over the analysis of thousands of protein precipitated plasma extracts. It is suggested that this stationary phase material can be an invaluable tool in generic, high throughput assays for pharmaceutical bioanalysts.